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hidden i unravel. i unspeak all the words, like cherry tree and hope.

i hate that i see you. the best parts of me are forgotten.



these walls are too thin to hold what’s within

hidden in the margins of this book
are the whispered wonderings
scratched-off syllables
of this wandering mind.

twisting tubes wrap
around asinine insecurities.
in a last-dash hope of procuring some sanity
i erase my pencil markings.

now, years later
i try to reach out,
touch the sky high ceiling
of this meandering mind,
but the words just don’t feel right anymore.

don’t ignore the pencil strokes in this book.
every brush of lead on paper,
every caress on these night pages
hold the fears within these shaky fingers.



words unspoken.

nevermind.
it didn’t matter anyway
all the words unspoken
the words dying in my throat
i wish i could go back in time
and unspeak all the words
i’ve had the guile to ever say—
go back in time until
night becomes day
and i can unravel my existence like the
yarn spool my aunt quilts with.
it’s yellow and bright
like the words on this page
each brush of a letter
each typed phrase
flashes in my mind
like yellow yield signs
warning me to stop.



79th street

there’s a cherry tree
in my mom’s childhood home
its leaves sway and poke at the wind
its red blemishes embellish the sky.
in my dreams
i speak to that tree
ask it how does it feel
to be rooted to the ground
roots interlinking into the depths of the unknown
how it feels
to reach for the sky
strangely shaped branches like crooked fingers
tickling clouds
unabashed, unashamed, and unafraid
it stands.



i’m standing in an empty street in the middle of autumn
and it’s raining

the winter wind blows
with an autumn cry
i reach out to touch
your speckled eyes
they say, “don’t come here. you’re not needed anymore.”
i want to say something, anything
scream my frustration into empty ears and black holes
instead i say nothing
and sink into my hallow abyss
an empty existence
the dark grays and blues of the pit console me
i blend into their streaks of black and green
speckled technicolor walls
of dark and gray and blue
the walls say, “you’re here now. breathe with me.”
and i do.



pride, swallowed

i hate that my poems
now have a face
an address to send to
my words are measured
in your reactions
my hope, my dreams,
fears and insecurities,
all that icky stuff,
form themselves around your arched brow

i don’t think you understand
the temper tantrum-like rage that
my hard-wired brain inflames
at your kind call
i stand stuck, stagnant, angry
at you, the benign figure of benevolence,
fractured words strangle themselves in my throat
“i’m sorry,” i say. i hate that i truly am.



a letter (dedication, plea, crumpled note on the
refrigerator door) to my mom

sometimes i’ll close my eyes
and see your hand
testing a heated iron
cautiously grazing the edge of its metallic frame
and then i’ll gently recall
hours mirror-spent
with cold fingers like metal
tracing hopeless prayers on unyielding skin

other times i see you as an image faded
with smoky edges billowing into a clementine sky
i have dreams of those mandarin mornings
there the ground swallows me whole
or rather i sink into the dew drops and green
and return to the dust from whence i came
sealed in the earth’s memory i forget the crying fingers and summers spent
shedding the best parts of me
while i yet remained caught between a whirlwind and a riptide

forgotten are the evenings of drawn knees and trembling shoulders
traded for crowns of daffodils and visions of hidden memories
i wonder when death had become so tranquil
and i realize it’s natural once you’ve practiced it a thousand times over

now i become a blurry recollection, a faded image
with smoke billowing in the changing sky
faintly i sense a distant flower
and it reminds me of your smile



and now, i have found fresh hope in glimmering eyes.
they are my own.

there was a time when i thought the muted hues
of sunlight’s shimmers were moments most magical
starry eyes would search the sky for
hidden answers of eternity and peace

these were silent moments where
words weren’t needed
i needed only hands to reach
eyes to see
thoughts to touch

now, these fragile feelings are forgotten
lost in a whirlwind and a riptide
long brewed by a storm of
hidden phrases and pages full of doubt

now, i see muted blues of morning skies and
clouded sunlight.
the hope of evening stars
are lost

like the wandering preacher
i ramble random words
in hope of fresh phrases breeding
new mornings and sunday hope



a letter to younger me (stories to myself)

your smile, like auburn summer nights
held together by childhood laughter
don’t let go of nights like these
where the stars don’t leave you suspended
in waves of motion sickness
and the moon lives forever

dear caramel fingers and saccharine eyes,
i hope all the names you made for yourself
last forever too
black girl. brave girl. beautiful girl.

i hope the orange juice never runs out and that
you never forget the sunny feeling of
smile-creased cheeks and boundless laughter

p.s. this too i hope: make new names for yourself.
loved. happy. content.


